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DermLite DL1 Basic dermatoscope

The DermLite DL1 Basic is a simple-to-use system that enables patients to monitor moles and skin lesions at home and then send the high quality images to medical professionals for review.

The DermLite DL1 Basic device, a development of the proven DermLite DL1 dermatoscope for smartphones, enables patients to capture crystal-clear, polarised dermoscopic images of both pigmented and non-pigmented skin lesions.

A simple piece of hardware, the DL1 can be attached to the patient’s smartphone/tablet and an optional iOS app is all it takes.

| DER145 | DermLite DL1 Basic | £329.00 |

DermLite DL100 dermatoscope

- Simple, quick and precise lesion diagnosis for earlier detection without the use of oil
- Ideal for detection of melanoma and dysplastic nevi
- LED technology for bright white natural illumination
- 10X hastings triplet lens with advanced glare free cross-polarisation for clear, deep views into pigmented lesions
- Lithium battery for up to 1200 examinations

| DER151 | DL100 dermatoscope | £320.00 |
| DER152 | Protective leather pouch | £39.00 |

DermLite Carbon dermatoscope

- Polarised spacer and glass faceplate
- Standard USB cable for charging
- Mobile device adapter of customer choice
- 10x magnification
- 15mm viewing area
- 4x bright white LEDs
- Lithium-polymer battery
- 2 hours charging time
- Height: 30mm
- Width: 25mm
- Length: 90mm
- Weight: 100g
- The second set of eight LEDs is linearly polarised, giving a clear rendition of the skin surface
- Supplied with 1 x 2CR5 lithium battery, protective silicone sleeve and lanyard

| DER148 | DermLite Carbon dermatoscope | £429.00 |
DermLite II PRO HR

- DermLite II PRO HR redefines the best in portable skin imaging
- The most light in any portable dermoscope, the largest lens in its class, button-activated light intensity adjustment, rechargeable battery, and camera-ready
- Toggle between 16 or 32 LEDs to control the amount of light required
- Advanced glare-free cross-polarised view, gives clear and deep perspective into pigmented lesions
- A camera can be attached to the DermLites built-in threaded connection to make it easier than ever to record what you see
- 5 year manufacturer warranty, 6 months on battery
- A retractable spacer comes standard with a removable glass faceplate and 10mm scale
- Protective silicone skin & lanyard
- Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
- Large 25mm 10X lens

DER153 | DermLite II HR dermatoscope | £795.00

DermLite DL1

The DermLite DL1 is a small pocket sized device designed to view skin lesions with high magnification and clarity.

Four bright LEDs provide even illumination and a special spacer with cross-polarisation provides a glare-free image. A non-polarised spacer may be used for traditional immersion fluid dermoscopy. A high quality three element lens configuration, designed to provide excellent results with the Smartphone or Tablet and the included connection kit, offers superb colour correction and reduced image distortion for images rich in surface detail.

The all-new DL1
- 9cm long x 2cm wide
- 14mm lens viewing area
- 4 Bright LEDs
- Cross-polarised and non-polarised modes
- Glass faceplate with 10mm scale
- Recharges from any laptop or PC
- Takes superb images with your iPhone, iPad or Samsung Galaxy
- Battery life for 1 hours continuous operation
- Smart battery indicator is red when charging, green when fully charged and will give a flashing warning when less than 25% of battery charge remains

In the sales package:
- DL1
- Spacer (for contact) polarised
- Spacer (for contact) non polarised
- Clip style spacer (non-contact) for polarised
- 28mm screw thread receiver for smartphone/tablet connection cradle
- USB charging cable

*Compatible smartphones/tablets – iPhone 4/4S/5/5C/5S/6/6 Plus, iPad 2-4/Mini/Air, Samsung Galaxy S3/S4/S5/S6

Finally, you can use the functional power and optical beauty of the DermLite you already know & own to take digital images with your iPhone.

The sturdy polycarbonate case holds your iPhone and attaches to the viewing area of your DermLite II, DL3, DL3N or DL4 Dermatoscope. Conveniently, the DermLite device case leaves all jacks and buttons accessible and is no bulkier than most consumer-grade cases. Add its superior scratch and impact protection to the list of reasons why you can keep it attached to your iPhone all the time, even when you are not conducting dermoscopy.

Key features:
- Sturdy Smartphone/Tablet case made from high-impact polycarbonate
- Compatible with any DermLite II, DL3, DL3N and DL4
- Snap connection for easy switching between dermoscopic and clinical imaging

DER154 | DermLite DL1 | £495.00
DER156 | iPhone connection kit (specify model) | £49.39
DermLite DL3N

The new DermLite DL3N is now better than ever. With refined optics and improved visualisation of both pigmented and vascular structures, it is the tool of choice of the world’s leading dermatologists.

- 25mm four-element lens, 28 high-powered LEDs and the all-new PigmentBoost illumination producing a warmer illumination reminiscent of conventional dermatoscopes
- Instantly toggle between polarisation modes
- The retracted faceplate spacer design and focusing mechanism lets you quickly switch between non-contact and contact modalities
- The spacer has 10mm scaling markings and, due to its fully enclosed design, contaminants as well as undesirable ambient lighting no longer affect your image
- Attach the new DL3N to one of many compatible cameras or camera-equipped mobile devices
- Recharging indicator for when the charge level drops below 25%
- Polarised and non-polarised dermoscopy with or without immersion fluids
- Improved vascular imaging
- Colour temperature selection with PigmentBoost
- Great optics
- Solid durability
- Refined ergonomics and amazing versatility into a beautifully elegant design

DER167 | £950.00

DermLite DLCAM

This state-of-the-art digital dermoscopy camera is designed to enable anyone to capture high-resolution dermoscopic & clinical images quickly and easily. A portable, professional tool for taking polarised and non-polarised images of superb quality.

- Simple to use stunning high-resolution touch screen interface
- Switch between cross-polarised and non-polarised modes at the push of a button
- Automatic power-saving mode, eliminating the need to turn it off between lesions or even patients
- 10x magnification and a further digital zoom (once a photo has been taken) this allows the user to focus on a specific area and capture it with superb quality images
- Supplied with protective case

DER165 | £1595.00
DermLite Hybrid

The DermLite Hybrid offers two viewing modes: non-polarised, for fluid dermoscopy and cross-polarised without the need for fluid with or without contact with the skin.

In non-polarised mode 8 LEDs are activated or in cross-polarised mode 24 LEDs are activated to display deeper pigmentation and vascularity with or without contact on the skin's surface with the retractable faceplate.

This palm-sized dermatoscope is from 3Gen’s DermLite DL2 range, it is a versatile device that offers high light output, a large 25mm viewing lens, 10x magnification, rechargeable lithium-ion battery and is connectable to iPhone 4, 4S, iPhone 5 and a variety of compact digital cameras as well as many SLR’s.

- 2 viewing modes
- Retractable spacer
- Removable faceplate with scale
- Large 25mm lens
- 10x magnification
- Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
- Protective silicone skin and lanyard
- Rechargeable lithium battery
- Mains charger
- Height: 90mm
- Width: 60mm
- Length: 90mm
- Weight: 127g

| DER144 | £859.00 |

ri-derma dermatoscope

ri-derma dermatoscope offers physicians and specialists a reliable method of screening and early identification of malignant melanomas. Proven epiluminescence microscopy allows melanocytic and non-melanocytic structures to be distinguished and enables precise observation of changes in skin pigmentation.

- 10x magnification of the structure of the skin with focusing, achromatic lens
- Two different skin-friendly and sterilisable contact plates are available: with scale from 0 – 10mm for exact measurement of pigmented skin lesions and one without scales
- Bulbs can be quickly replaced at the base of the instrument head
- Stable casing of black chrome-plate metal and dust-proof
- 2.5v battery handle
- Practical eyeglass protection
- Bayonet fitting for quick and secure attachment of the instrument head to the handle
- Non-reflecting and high transparent contact plate made of stable and scratch-resistant material
- Especially flat protective ring made of plastic for optimal adaption to the skin
- Requires 2 x C size batteries – not included

| DER157 | 2.5v xenon | £264.00 |
| DER158 | Contact plate without scaling | £28.99 |
| DER159 | Contact plate with scaling 0-10mm | £34.95 |
| DIS354 | Duracell C size batteries, 2/pk | £3.04 |

info@henryscheinmedical.co.uk  phone 0800 0304169
The most refined vision in dermoscopy

The 4th-generation DermLite dermatoscope has been designed from the ground up to be more refined in every detail. An amazingly smooth, ergonomically optimized all-aluminum design that comfortably molds to your hand, DermLite DL4 puts phenomenal versatility, the largest optics of any pocket-size DermLite, and instant on/off control right at your fingertips.

Larger lens, smaller package

Built upon the DL3’s proven polarized & non-polarized lighting and solid battery life, DL4 now offers two brightness levels, a larger field of view, enhanced imaging of deeper pigmentation with two levels of color spectrum control (PigmentBoost Plus), and is still more than 25% smaller than the previous generation.

Magnetically smart

DL4 uses magnetic connectivity to achieve groundbreaking convenience and fast workflows. Not only are both faceplate (with 10 mm reticle) and eyepiece magnetically attached, your smart devices, like iPhone, iPad or Galaxy S series phones, also attach magnetically, enabling you to go between taking clinical and dermoscopic photos quicker than ever before.

Infection control? You’re covered

Along with the growing need for dermoscopy, infection control is becoming an increasingly important aspect of providing care. With its Infection Control and Epidemiology system IceCap™, DL4 has you covered. Disposable snap-on IceCaps attach to the spacer and may greatly reduce the risk of cross-contamination.


A newly developed DL4 retractable glass faceplate design allows you to go between non-contact & contact modalities smoother than ever and lets you precisely focus your image while in skin contact.

See deeper. Even into the battery.

DermLite DL4’s high-powered LEDs and rechargeable battery produce light in an extremely energy-efficient way. And, in order to know when you run out of battery, DL4 now has a more granular four-level charge indicator. If you need to recharge, you can do so from any USB port using the standard Micro USB to USB cable included with each DL4.

Features

- 5 year warranty
- 30mm viewing area
- 10x magnification
- Cross-polarised and non-polarised modes
- High-powered white LEDs
- PigmentBoost & PigmentBoost Plus
- IceCap infection control (5 samples included)

In its elegance and compactness, DermLite DL4 is simply the most capable dermatoscope available.
Modern dermatoscope with maintenance-free LED illumination. Twice as bright as conventional Xenon Halogen dermatoscopes. All of the features of the mini 3000 Dermatoscope, with the addition of:

- Maintenance-free, no need to ever exchange the LED
- LED thermal management for a consistent light output throughout the whole working life
- High-performance-LED: bright and absolutely homogeneous illumination with an excellent colour rendering – colour temperature 4000 K, colour rendering index >95
- 100% more light compared to Xenon halogen instruments.
- Exclusive battery performance indicator: when the instrument is switched on, the maximum light intensity is shown, then the light intensity is regulated down to the level that corresponds to the current charge status of the battery so you know when your batteries need changing
- Exclusive fade-out function reduces illumination intensity with battery level to let you know when to replace
- Operation time up to 10 hours – the batteries need to be changed less often and the rechargeable batteries last longer

### mini 3000 LED dermatoscope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DER30501</td>
<td>with contact plate, mini 3000 battery handle with batteries and 10ml dermatoscopy oil</td>
<td>£222.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER30502</td>
<td>with contact plate with scale, mini 3000 battery handle with batteries and 10ml dermatoscopy oil</td>
<td>£240.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER30503</td>
<td>with contact plate, without handle</td>
<td>£192.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER30504</td>
<td>with contact plate with scale, without handle</td>
<td>£211.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### mini 3000 LED dermatoscope set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DER30601</td>
<td>mini 3000 LED dermatoscope set with contact plate without scale, 10ml dermatoscopy oil, mini 3000 battery handle with batteries, and a zipper case</td>
<td>£251.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER30602</td>
<td>mini 3000 LED dermatoscope with contact plate with scale, 10ml dermatoscopy oil, mini 3000 battery handle with batteries, and a zipper case</td>
<td>£269.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DELTA 20 T dermatoscope

Precision optics combined with the ability to toggle between polarized and non-polarized illumination

The DELTA 20 T offers unrivalled precision optics and the functionality to toggle between polarized and non-polarized illumination. No time consuming exchange of contact plates is necessary, at the same time contact dermoscopy with immersion liquids is possible at any point, allowing the examination method to be matched with the respective pigmented skin lesion to obtain the best diagnosis.

Performance
• High quality, achromatic optical system provides unmatched sharpness and resolution
• Focusing system provides for 10 x to 16 x magnification for recognition of even the smallest details and structures
• The new standard in LED illumination defining optimal light intensity, homogeneity and colour rendering for each individual examination situation
• Colour temperature: 5,000 K
• Colour Rendering Index (CRI) > 80 on a scale of 100
• True tissue colour for the most accurate diagnosis

Function
• Conveniently toggle between polarized and non-polarized views with the press of a button – no exchange of contact plates necessary
• Allows recognition of the “Blink Sign” when observing crystalline structures and presence of milia cysts, increasing diagnostic function
• Optional small contact plate for difficult to access lesions
• Connect to major brand SLR digital cameras with HEINE digital camera lens system
• Specially designed lenses integrate the camera and DELTA 20 T optics together to provide the highest quality imaging possible

Durability
• 5 year guarantee
• LED illumination systems require thermal management to ensure long-term performance and product stability. Carefully selected and applied heat-diffusing materials in the DELTA 20 T guarantee consistent quality and performance throughout the LED’s lifetime rating of up to 50,000 hours

DELTA 20 T Set with BETA L / NT 300
The set includes the DELTA 20 T dermatoscope head, contact plate with scale, BETA L li-ion rechargeable handle, 10ml dermatoscopy oil, hard case and NT 300 charger

DER001 | £1055.86

DELTA 20 T Set with BETA R
The set includes the DELTA 20 T dermatoscope head, contact plate with scale, BETA R NiMH rechargeable handle for main socket, 10ml dermatoscopy oil, hard case

DER002 | £828.52

DELTA 20 T Set with BETA
The set includes the DELTA 20 T dermatoscope head, contact plate with scale, BETA battery handle, 10ml dermatoscopy oil, hard case

DER006 | £738.59

Rechargeable handles
See page 286 for more information

OPH22501 | BETA 4 USB Li-ion rechargeable handle with USB cord, medical approved plug-in power supply, and handle rest | £171.09

OPH22502 | BETA 4 USB Li-ion rechargeable handle | £147.66

LED NOW IN HEINE QUALITY.
NC 1 dermatoscope

The new NC 1 Dermatoscope is truly two instruments in one. It allows detailed, non-contact examination of the patient in a first screening, without unnecessary skin contact and disinfection. Should a skin lesion need to be examined more closely, a contact plate can be added, transforming the NC 1 into a contact dermatoscope with increased magnification and a scale.

High-resolution aspheric optics provides unmatched sharpness and resolution; LEDHQ illumination offers true and natural colour rendering. The solid aluminum frame combined with HEINE quality guarantee a long lifespan.

Non-contact dermatoscopy
- Non-contact screening for efficient examination and a professional distance from the patient
- Large field of view, excellent depth of field with 6x magnification

Polarised light
- Detailed views of crystalline and vascular structures without reflexes

Optional contact plate
- Magnetic contact plate with 9x magnification provides high-quality contact images for a more detailed diagnosis

LED in HEINE quality
- Advanced LED illumination for an absolutely homogeneous light with true and natural colour rendering

---

**DER30301** with mini 3000 battery handle (with batteries) £376.48
**DER30302** with mini 3000 rechargeable handle (with rechargeable battery) £399.61
**DER30303** with contact plate, mini 3000 battery handle (with batteries) £455.63
**DER30401** NC 1 Dermatoscope and mini 3000 LED F.O. otoscope set with rechargeable handles £734.45
**DER30402** NC 1 Dermatoscope and mini 3000 LED F.O. otoscope set with battery handles £549.92
**MAGW150 Woods light**

The DARAY MAGW150 Woods light is a must-have diagnostic tool for analysing skin conditions.

The MAGW150 allows clinicians to correctly inspect and diagnose a variety of conditions. Lightweight and easy to use, the MAGW150 emits an ultraviolet light with the remarkable ability to note skin colour changes and variations in skin tone. Various mounting options available – please call for details.

**Specification**
- 9W UV lamp
- 5,000 hours life per lamp
- 3 dioptre
- Protective cover plate
- 230V mains operated
- Lens size: 110 x 75mm
- Emits an ultraviolet light allowing clinicians to correctly inspect and diagnose a variety of conditions
- Remarkable ability to note skin colour changes and variations in skin tones
- Used in a variety of applications including dermatology, forensic science, veterinary medicine and childcare
- Lightweight and easy to use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOU088</th>
<th>MAGW150 Woods light</th>
<th>£140.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**KAI disposable dermal curette**

- Seamless stainless steel cutting edge
- Ribbed handle for sure grip and precise control
- Orientation mark on handle
- Sterile
- Pack of 20

| SUR02701 | 2mm | £33.99 |
| SUR02702 | 3mm | £33.99 |
| SUR02703 | 4mm | £33.99 |
| SUR02704 | 5mm | £33.99 |
| SUR02705 | 6mm | £33.99 |
| SUR02706 | 7mm | £33.99 |
| SUR02707 | 8mm | £33.99 |

**Biopsy punch**

- Sterile
- Sold in singles
- 2.0mm – 8.0mm

| SUR02702 | 2.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02703 | 3.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02704 | 4.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02705 | 5.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02706 | 6.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02707 | 7.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02708 | 8.0mm | £2.00 |

**Stiefel ring curette**

- The UK market leader for sharpness and quality
- Individually sterile wrapped
- 3 year shelf life
- Pack of 10

| SUR032 | 4mm | £39.50 |
| SUR033 | 7mm | £39.50 |

**MAGW150 Woods light**

Emits an ultraviolet light allowing clinicians to correctly inspect and diagnose a variety of conditions. Lightweight and easy to use, the MAGW150 emits an ultraviolet light with the remarkable ability to note skin colour changes and variations in skin tone. Various mounting options available – please call for details.

**Specification**
- 9W UV lamp
- 5,000 hours life per lamp
- 3 dioptre
- Protective cover plate
- 230V mains operated
- Lens size: 110 x 75mm
- Emits an ultraviolet light allowing clinicians to correctly inspect and diagnose a variety of conditions
- Remarkable ability to note skin colour changes and variations in skin tones
- Used in a variety of applications including dermatology, forensic science, veterinary medicine and childcare
- Lightweight and easy to use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOU088</th>
<th>MAGW150 Woods light</th>
<th>£140.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**KAI disposable dermal curette**

- Seamless stainless steel cutting edge
- Ribbed handle for sure grip and precise control
- Orientation mark on handle
- Sterile
- Pack of 20

| SUR03501 | 2mm | £33.99 |
| SUR03502 | 3mm | £33.99 |
| SUR03503 | 4mm | £33.99 |
| SUR03504 | 5mm | £33.99 |
| SUR03505 | 7mm | £33.99 |

**Biopsy punch**

- Sterile
- Sold in singles
- 2.0mm – 8.0mm

| SUR02702 | 2.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02703 | 3.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02704 | 4.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02705 | 5.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02706 | 6.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02707 | 7.0mm | £2.00 |
| SUR02708 | 8.0mm | £2.00 |

**Stiefel ring curette**

- The UK market leader for sharpness and quality
- Individually sterile wrapped
- 3 year shelf life
- Pack of 10

| SUR032 | 4mm | £39.50 |
| SUR033 | 7mm | £39.50 |
Stiefel disposable biopsy punch

- Individually sterile packed
- Every Stiefel punch is individually examined by hand before packing and sterilisation to ensure total quality
- The super sharp blade and great consistency makes Stiefel the UK market leader by design and performance
- 3 year shelf life
- Pack of 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUR02601</td>
<td>2mm</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUR02602</td>
<td>3mm</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUR02603</td>
<td>4mm</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUR02604</td>
<td>5mm</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUR02605</td>
<td>6mm</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUR02606</td>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>£33.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DermaBlade biopsy blades

DermaBlade biopsy blades have been specially designed for shave biopsies. Their flexible design allows the removal of surface protuberances, as well as deep lesions, while reducing ragged skin edges.

‘Sure-Grip’ side teeth facilitate a three-digit grip to provide stability, control and direction. The design prevents slippage and ensures the blades can be picked up safely and conveniently.

Supplied individually wrapped in packs of 50 blades.

- Individually wrapped
- Sterile
- Single-patient use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DER164</td>
<td>£58.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dermoscopy – The Essentials: 2nd edition

Written by five dermatologists with vast teaching experience, this book aims to take the mystery out of dermoscopy and make this technique accessible for all dermatologists, GPs and other medical clinicians responsible for diagnosing skin cancer. This book clearly and concisely explains the principles of this revolutionary technique, how to perform a dermoscopy and how to interpret the results using checklists, algorithms, and brief test descriptions to convey the key messages. Key authors include: Peter Soyer, University of Graz, Austria Guiseppe Argenziano, University Federico II of Naple, Naples, Italy.

Key features:
- Clearly and concisely explains the principal elements of dermoscopy
- Learn how to interpret results using checklists, algorithms and self-assessment tests
- Contains over 375 colour dermoscopic images with clinical interpretations

2nd Edition has 50% new clinical & dermatoscope images and checklists and access to the fully searchable text online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DER160</td>
<td>Dermoscopy – The Essentials: 2nd edition</td>
<td>£54.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You can rely on us to provide diverse product options that will help you achieve maximum profitability while maintaining patient satisfaction.

We are dedicated to constantly improving and expanding our selection of items to meet the growing needs of our customers.

Henry Schein is a name you can trust. The Henry Schein Brand product line has met our high standards of quality and effectiveness — earning the Henry Schein Seal of Excellence — your guarantee of satisfaction. We invite you to try our line and experience the value, selection, and quality that we stand behind with an 80-year history of serving health care professionals around the world.
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